Abstract. A problem of great interest in biomechanics is the estimation of internal muscle forces and joint torques. Direct measurement of these variables is not possible, so it is addressed in practice using mechanical models that takes as input kinematics and muscle activity. Input data for these models is captured using impractical, intrusive and expensive devices. In this work we present firsts steps towards capturing muscle activity of the arm biceps through a less intrusive and more economic process. First, we consider an isometric contraction setup for which muscle activity directly correlates with external weight supported by the muscle. Then, using Computer Vision feature extraction algorithms (Local Binary Patterns and Color Histograms) and Machine Learning algorithms we learn a classifier (e.g., Support Vector Machines and Random Forests) for inferring the weight held by the muscle. We consider two similar problems: discriminating between two weights and discriminating between four target weights. Also, we consider the use of calibration information to better generalize over unseen subjects. We obtained promising results showing accuracies of 79.78% and 42.34% for the cases with calibration of two and four levels respectively. The main difficulty of this approach is to generalize the learned model over unseen subjects, due to the great differences existing among human subjects arms. Considering the difficulty in the requirement of generalization, and the simplicity of our approach, it is enlightening to achieve over random results, suggesting that it is possible to extract meaningful information for the predictive task.
Introduction
Musculoskeletal system biomechanics is a scientific discipline that aims to study the mechanical structures, laws, models and phenomenons that are important to the balance and movement of humans. The biomechanical variables most studied when analyzing balance and movement are internal muscles forces and joint torques. The analysis of these variables allows the identification of harmful movements, overexertions, awkward postures, musculoskeletal disorders, optimal movements, among other states of the human body that have high impact in its health and performance. This results in its application in disciplines like occupational medicine [9] , ergonomics [18] , and sports [23] , among others.
The estimation of internal muscular forces and joint torques is not made through direct measurement, but indirectly through dynamical models. These are: inverse dynamics [21] , and electromyography guided models [34] . Possible inputs for these models are: the level of activation of the muscle, which is in direct correlation with the electrical signal produced by the muscles when contracting and is obtained from it; the kinematic variables of joint positions at each instant; and the external forces involved in the movement or posture. After a computer process they return as output, the internal forces, the joint torques or both. Nowadays, the level of activation is mostly measured indirectly through the measurement of electric activity of the muscle during contraction using an expensive and intrusive device called the electromyograph (EMG). The use of this device requires the adherence of wired electrodes to the skin or the introduction of wired needles in the muscles. Although there exists wireless EMGs, these are considerably more expensive and their use still requires the adherence of one voluminous device for each muscle zone to be sensed, which makes it impractical and invasive in practice, motivating our line of research of sensing through images. To capture the kinematic variables, commonly used devices are: goniometers to measure angles between body parts (require fixing sensors on the body) and motion capture systems that visually measure the positions of body parts (require adherence of markers and using expensive multi-camera systems), among others. The mentioned technologies are expensive, they limit the body movements through electrodes, needles, marker suites, and goniometers; and require special mounting devices; all of which makes them unsuitable for use outside a laboratory environment. In recent years, automatic measurement of kinematic information using inexpensive cameras has achieved a significant level of maturity because of the appearance on the market of low cost depth sensors (Microsoft Kinect Sensor 4 , Asus Xtion 5 , among others). With these devices it is now possible to measure the joints positions with acceptable precision [12] . However, to the best of the authors knowledge, there is still no convincing imageprocessing technology for estimating the level of muscular activation visually. It is worth to mention that being able to measure muscular activation using only visual information, presents the advantages of being less intrusive and cheaper, and making possible to obtain this measurement in more real environments than in laboratory conditions. This paper presents an approach that aims to take the first steps to solve this problem.
The objective of this research is to solve the problem of estimating the muscular activation level by the indirect estimation of highly correlated variables, in particular for this paper, the weight of objects held in a static posture of isometric contraction. An isometric muscle contraction is one in which the muscle contracts and activates but there is no body movement neither change in the length of the muscles. When in addition all other muscles of the subject remains still during the exercise, it is expected that the external force (in our case the weight ) transfer completely to the muscle activity, resulting in a monotonous correlation (larger weight, larger muscle activity). In some works this monotonous correlation has been found to be linear [20, 6, 24, 15] or a little nonlinear [14, 37, 4] . We therefore expect that the quality of the model produced for the relation between the weight and skin images of the bicep muscle should strongly correlate with the quality of the same technique used for modeling the mapping between muscle activity (e.g., obtained through EMGs) and the same skin images. In practice, we found that working with weights has a strong advantage, as being non-invasive, it allowed us to largely expand the availability of human subjects.
This line of research has practical applications in situations where it is necessary to estimate the muscular effort wirelessly. For example, it could be used to estimate the muscular activation patterns of an athlete during the execution of some movement. Another application could be to estimate the effort that a worker is performing during a task in order to detect harmful movements in an occupational environment. It's worth to clarify that these applications will be possible when this research has reached maturity and when the framework has been tested in real conditions. This work presents the first experimentation for the research line, lacking of a practical application in the immediate future.
The main contribution of the present work is the application of computer vision and supervised machine learning for solving the problem of estimating the weight of object held by the arm of humans through postures of isometric contraction, from RGB images of the arm taken in uniform scenes, with the same conditions of illumination, scale and point of view for each one. In the light of the general objective of this research, this work represents the validation that it is possible to find patterns between the visual characteristics of the skin and the level of effort that the biceps is performing. Also, the results suggests that additional information related to minimum effort for the measured subject is useful to improve the precision of the measurement.
For shading some light on the originality of our contributions, its impact and feasibility, we discuss some related works in Section 2. We present our approach for solving the problem in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental setup used for proving the effectiveness of our approach, followed by its results in Section 5. We end with conclusions in Section 6.
Related work
As far as the authors have been able to investigate, there are no contributions in the literature that solve the specific problem of estimating muscular effort, exclusively from skin images. However, it is possible to find work related to the general problem of characterizing muscle contraction from body images but these either use extra information such as kinematic variables (obtained through other capturing devices) or EMG measurements, or rather aims to model the skin features for different underneath contractions. In this section we compare our contribution with the problems and techniques considered by these works, highlighting the differences with our proposal.
We start with the paper of [5] , whose main contribution is the interactive presentation of the approximated level of muscular activation that is produced in inferior extremities muscles, when executing different movements. This information is presented in an augmented reality interface, and the level of activity is obtained from a database that maps EMG measurements with the respective kinematic information. This database is a straightforward indexing mapping, with no model for generalizing to unseen cases. Also, it is based on kinematic information obtained by skeleton tracking from an RGBD sensor, and not on skin RGB images.
Another related problem is the one discussed by [33] , consisting in the identification and classification of walking patterns between examples of healthy and injured subjects, through the learning of a neural network that takes as input skin deformation information and EMG measurements of the subjects. Although this paper relates skin deformation information obtained with computer vision techniques with EMG signals, it does not maps the two, but rather use both as input to estimate a third variable of interest, the walking patterns.
Another group of works have been dedicated to solve the problem of building 3D models of the deformation of the skin due to underlying muscle activity [31, 26, 32, 3, 16, 28, 35] , with applications in computer graphics for animating virtual characters. The problem solved by these papers differ from the one that we plan to solve in that they don't attempt to estimate the muscular activity, but rather seeks to build a 3D model of the deformation due to muscle contraction, without prediction. Another difference is that they obtain the visual information from motion capture systems by marker tracking and depth information from RGBD sensors, instead of from RGB images as it is done in this work.
There is also a group that have used computer vision techniques to evaluate and measure the deformation and movement produced in the skin due to muscular contraction mainly using pixel movement information form RGB images [8, 13, 41, 40] . The latest work of Carli et. al, as asserted by the authors, is an improvement of the former, and both [8, 13] aims at modeling skin deformation when the biceps is under isometric contraction. Although clearly related to our present work, their goal is on the opposite direction, being our goal the modeling of the underneath contraction from skin features, and not the other way around. Considering that the computer vision techniques used here could be used in our approach, we implemented a version of this technique adapted for static images, but the results obtained were not good enough, so we did not include the evaluation of this technique in this work. It is also worth mentioning that [41, 40] work over insects rather than human skin.
Finally there is a group of works that pretend to solve the problem of prediction of electric muscular activity from kinematic information, most of them validating with EMG captures [2, 22, 19, 30, 38, 17] or by muscular activation obtained from an inverse dynamic model [25] . Their approaches consider methods as neural networks [25, 17, 30, 22] , probabilistic Bayesian reasoning [17, 2] , curve fitting methods [17] , regression models [38] and biomechanical models [19] . While these works solve the same problem we want to solve, they do so with kinematic information obtained from motion capture systems instead of visual skin information obtained from RGB images.
From the survey of the state of the art, we can argue that there is no previous work that performs estimation of muscular effort from external images of the skin using Computer Vision and Machine Learning, as we propose in this paper.
Our approach
Our problem is that of estimating the weight lifted by an arm in conditions of isometric contraction. We take an autonomous modeling approach for estimating this weight from images of the arm's skin, by mapping the relationship between visual features of the skin when the arm is lifting the weight, with this corresponding weight. The model is constructed by supervised machine learning algorithms for image classification. In our work, we consider different variations of these algorithms, but in all cases they take as input a set of labeled examples of RGB images of the arm holding the weight ( Figure 1 ) paired with the information of the weight being lifted in the image; and produces a model that outputs the actual weight value that is being sustained when given as input only the visual information of the skin area over the biceps muscle (i.e., discarding the background, forearm, and weight itself), even, and most importantly, for cases not considered during the training of the model.
The set of training examples provided to the learning algorithm consists of several pairs of the image of the bicep and a label indicating the weight being lifted in that image. Before entering the learning algorithm, each image is pre-processed by first cropping out the forearm and weight (manually), then automatically segmenting out the blue background using the Gaussian Mixtures algorithm [39] pre-trained with some manually segmented images, and finally extracting characteristic features useful for modeling. These features are extracted using well-known computer vision algorithms for feature extraction. In this work we consider the feature extraction algorithms known as Local Binary Patterns (LBP) for extracting texture information [27] , and the Hue and Saturation Color Histogram (HSCH) for extracting color information [10, 36] . Briefly, the LBP algorithm divides the image into 25 regions of interest (ROI) through a 5 by 5 grid, and then local binary pattern is computed for each of these ROI, generating for each of its pixels a binary code of 8 bits, one for each of its 8 nearest neighbors, deciding 0 if the pixel is greater than its neighbor or 1 otherwise. For each ROI the binary codes are accumulated in a histogram according to their decimal value, and these histograms are later concatenated in a vector that describes the whole image. In our implementation we used 59 bins for each ROI histogram. In the case of HSCH, each image is divided into 16 ROIs through a 4 by 4 grid, and for each of these a color histogram is computed using the hue and saturation channels of the Hue-Saturation-Value color space. We used 5 bins to accumulate the colors of the pixels of each channel. The image is then described through the concatenation of the color histograms of each of the ROIs. It is worth to mention that the sizes of each grid were previously validated through a method that measure the discriminative power of each case, by measuring the entropy obtained after clustering the examples by distance in the feature space.
For the supervised learning algorithms, we considered two possibilities in this work: Support Vector Machine (SVM) [11] and Random Forests (RF) [7] . For the SVM technique we evaluate the performance of three kernels: Radial Basis, Linear and Polynomial. The user-given parameters of these algorithms were tuned during training over a grid of possible values using a 10 fold crossvalidation over the training set, training with 9 of the partitions and evaluating (validating) performance on the remainder partition, and choosing the parameters value configuration with better average performance over the 10 splits. Radial Basis SVM has two given parameters: C (the soft margin) tuned over the set of values {2 × 10 4 , 2 × 10 5 , ..., 2 × 10 14 , 2 × 10 15 }, and σ (the standard deviation of the kernel parameter) tuned over the set of values {2 × 10 −15 , 2 × 10 −14 , ..., 2 × 10 −7 , 2 × 10 −6 }. Linear SVM has only the parameter C tuned over the set of values {2 × 10 −15 , 2 × 10 −14 , ..., 2 × 10 −2 , 2 × 10 −1 }. Polynomial SVM has three given parameters: C tuned over the set of values {2 × 10 −15 , 2 × 10 −14 , ..., 2 × 10 −2 , 2 × 10 −1 }, the degree of the polynomial kernel tuned over the set of values {1, 2, 3, 4} and the scale of the polynomial kernel tuned over the set of values {1, 2, 3}. These ranges were chosen from preliminary experimentation over wider ranges. Random Forests was tuned over the number of random variables used for constructing each of its trees, considering different proportions over the total number of variables (of the input feature vectors): {2%, 6%, 12%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%}.
Before concluding the section we discuss a variation of our approach that helps in improving the results, although it takes more information than the standard supervised learning algorithm. For the classification of the weight being hold in unseen cases, the classification algorithm not only takes as input the image of the bicep, but also the image of the bicep for a special case of weight zero. Although this help breaks the standard classification protocol, it can be easily accommodated in practice, and is enclosed under the concept of calibration. This calibration is performed by normalizing the feature vectors, subtracting from each of them the feature vector of the case of effort zero of the corresponding subject. The motivation for this variation is based on the fact that generalizing over unseen human subjects is a difficult task, as their arms may differ in so many aspects that has no relation whatsoever with the muscle contraction, adding a lot of noise. In particular, their arms may produce quite different skin patterns for the same muscle contraction. It is too much to ask for this generalization, reason for which we provide as help at least one labeled example for each new subject. 
Experimental Setup
In the current section we present our experimental setup for proving the effectiveness of our approach of image processing plus supervised learning in inferring the weight lifted by the biceps muscle of human subjects, when provided solely of images of this muscle when its corresponding arm is lifting a weight. The approach is restricted to the prediction over a discrete set of possible weights, and to the muscle subject to conditions of isometric contraction.
We evaluate our approach for various scenarios: both 2 and 4 discrete levels of weights; the LBP or HSCH visual image extraction techniques; the SV M or random forests classification algorithms (RF ) with three possible flavors of SV M by choosing the linear, radial, or polynomial kernels; and for each we consider the case with and without normalization (calibration).
The problem tackled in this work is both novel and complex. The former results in the existence of no competitive approaches in the literature to compare to. The latter results in the random classifier as a valid competitor, as we consider a success at this point to be able to observe even the minimum generalization among different subjects.
Let us begin with the details of the process used for capturing the image corpus. We captured images for 100 human subjects, each holding 5 possible weights of 0 grs, 500grs, 1300 grs, 1900 grs and 3800 grs each (named hereon by the label O0, O500, O1k, O2k and O4k respectively), and 3 shots per weight. An example of a raw image of the corpus is shown in Figure 2 • with the torso, and the segment of the arm from the elbow to the hand in an horizontal position. All these images were captured using a Canon EOS 1000D camera with Zoom Lens of 75-300mm, without flash and with manual focus, taken as close to the bicep as possible, and illuminated artificially with an incandescent searchlight of 60W, located approximately 45
• to the left of the front line of the subject, elevated about 1.5 meter from the subject, and aiming to the arm. Also, all these images were captured with a blue background to ease the segmentation process.
We ensured some variability among the subjects, for which we included both women and men; a diversity of skin colors all within the spectrum available in our region (Mendoza-Argentina) that excludes skin colors typical of African and Asian people; and subjects with a diverse levels of exercise activity ranging from intense to moderate activity. We also considered a wide range of ages ranging between 17 and 54 years old, a wide range of weights ranging between 47 and 113 kgs, as well as a wide range of heights varying between 1.6 mts to 1.9 mts, resulting in a range of their body mass index between 19.32 and 34.16.
In the case with normalization, the class of 0 grs is not considered for prediction as its information is used for modifying the training sample, considering therefore classification over the remaining classes 500 grs through 3800 grs. We therefore restricted the unnormalized case to these four classes to allow a valid comparison between the results of both normalized and unnormalized scenarios.
This process produces a total of 1500 images, that after applying the visual feature extraction algorithms (either LBP or HSCH), and labeling each with the weight being hold by the subject, produces a labeled dataset for training and testing the classification algorithms. This dataset is used in the standard approach of holdout testing, where it is partitioned into the training and testing (labeled) datasets, with the former used as input to the classification algorithms (either SV M or Random F orests) for training the classification models, and the latter for evaluating the generalization error of these classification models, i.e., some aggregation of the number of matches between the actual value of the weight lifted in the image, and the weight inferred by the classification model. It is important to note that these splits between training and testing maintained all images of each subject within the same partition, therefore guaranteeing that the generalization is tested over unseen subjects, as would be the case in any practical use of the approach (avoiding the pitfall of training over images of a certain subject, and testing generalization over images of that same subject). For a more thorough report of the results and at the same time taking advantage of the limited data, the holdout process was repeated 10 times using 10 pairs of training/testing datasets, each pair generated by selecting randomly 10 out of the 100 subjects, and producing as testing the set the images corresponding to these subjects (resulting in 120 images for the four classes problem and 60 for the two classes problem); and as training set the images of the remaining 90 subjects (resulting in 1080 images for the four classes problem and 540 images for the two classes problem).
In this work we report the generalization error of models trained with classification algorithms by using the classical performance measures for classification: accuracy, precision, recall and f -measure. Each of these performance measures is computed for each of the 10 dataset pairs and we report their mean and standard deviation. To explain each of these, we must recall first the concept of confusion matrix (as the one illustrated in Figure 3) , that on its cell (i, j) shows the count C ij of data-points in the evaluated set that are labeled with the i-th label (ground truth) but were classified by the trained model as the j-th class. All cells in the diagonal represents correct classifications (i.e., a match between the true label, and the one produced by the trained model), whereas elements not in the diagonal are classification errors. The Accuracy over all the confusion matrix, named as Overall Accuracy and denoted by OvA, is computed as the sum of the counts in the diagonal, divided by the sum of counts of all non-diagonal cells: OvA = i=1...n Cii k=1...n l=1...n C kl , with k = l and n denoting the total number of classes. For cases with n > 2, as it is the case in the present work, precision, recall, f-measure, and accuracy can be computed for each class independently, resulting in n of them. Following the usual practice we report their mean over all classes. For each class, we denote each of them as P class , R class , F M class , and A class , and their mean values over all classes asP ,R,F M , andÂ, respectively, and are computed as follows: P j as the number of correctly classified examples of class j divided by the total number of examples classified as class j, i.e., P j = Cjj i=1...n Cij ; R i as the number of correctly classified objects of class i divided by the total of examples that truly are of class i, i.e., R i = Cii j=1...n Cij ; F M i as a combination of both precision and recall of the i-th class, i.e., F M i = 2 × ((P i × R i )/(P i + R i )); and finally the accuracy A i as the sum of the quantities of the diagonal + the sum of the quantities not belonging neither to the row i nor to the column i, divided by total number of examples, i.e., A i =
Besides these performance measures, we decided to also report the mean absolute error (MAE) that contemplates the value in grams of the class label, and is calculated as the mean of the absolute values of the differences between the predicted weight, minus the true weight. From this definition better performances are reflected by smaller MAE values. The benefit of this measure is that it weights differently errors according to their distance to their true value. Instead, in all the performance measures considered above, errors are weighted simply as 1 on each count of the confusion matrix.
Experimental Results
We present in this section the results of the experiments. As explained in the latter section, we ran all possible instantiations of our approach resulting from: (i) the selection of the learning algorithm: either SV M with radial basis kernel (denoted RadialSV M ), SV M with linear kernel (denoted LinearSV M ), SV M with polynomial kernel (denoted P olySV M ), Random Forests (denoted RF ), or the base-line competitor the Random Classifier (denoted RDM ); (ii) the number of target classes: either 2 (O500 and O4k) or 4 (O500, O1k, O2k and O4k), (iii) the visual feature extraction technique: either the Local Binary Patterns (denoted by LBP ), or the Hue and Saturation Color Histograms (denoted by HSCH), and (iv) the choice of using normalization or not. The results are shown in two tables, with Table 1 showing the results for classification over 2 target classes, and Table 2 showing results for classification over 4 target classes. Each table shows results for all cases, with columns 'ALG', 'D', and 'N' indicating the choice for the learning algorithm, the feature extraction technique, and the choice of normalization, respectively. The remaining 6 columns report the mean and standard deviation (within parenthesis) of our choice of performance measuresP ,R,F M ,Â, OvA, and M AE, over the 10 train-test datasets generated from randomly splitting the image corpus over the 100 subjects. In the simple problem of Table 1 of not only two target classes but with those with a larger difference (500 grs to 3800 grs), the results shown in the table prove that normalization is helpful as in all but the RF-LBP case, there is an improvement in the performance measures; although none of them is statistical significant, the trend is in a clear favor of normalization. The higher improvement occurs for LinearSVM-LBP where the classification measures improve in almost 5% and the M AE decreases in more than 130 grs from 793 grs down to 667 grs. It is also worth noticing the improvements against the baseline case of a random classifier, where in the best case of LinearSVM-LBP, the classification measures improve in around 25% from values in the order 55% for the Random classifier against values in the order of 80% for the LinearSVM-LBP case and the M AE decreases from 1500 grs down to 667 grs.
Similar trends can be seen in Table 2 showing results for the case of classification over 4 levels of effort (O500, O1k, O2k and O4k). This case is more challenging as the extreme values are the same as the 2 class case (namely, 500 grs and 3800 grs) but two new intermediate values are considered (namely 1300 grs and 1900 grs), thus resulting in a reduction in the visual discrimination between the examples. First we note an expected decrease in all performance measures for all cases, including the random classifier that, as expected, reduces from values close to 50% for the binary case, to the order of 25% for the 4 class case, although the M AE improves (reducing to 1295 grs) as the increase in classification mistakes is accompanied by a smaller difference in grams between the classes. We can see, however, similar trends as the binary case. First, we note that the best performance (shown in bold) is obtained for the same feature extraction technique LBP , and the same learning algorithm SV M , although the latter with a Radial instead of Linear kernel. We also note that normalization helps again, with the largest improvement also in the order of 5% for the case RadialSVM-LBP, but this time the improvements occurs for all cases, including Table 2 . Estimation results for 4 levels of effort: O500, O1k, O2k and O4k. Cases with normalization were grayed out and the cases with the best performance measure are shown in bold. Column 'ALG' describes the machine learning algorithm used, column 'D' describes the feature extraction technique used, and column 'N' indicates whether normalization was applied or not. RF with LBP (that didn't show improvements in the binary case). We can also see classification performance measures larger by almost 20% against those of the Random classifier (for the case of RadialSVM-LBP).
From these results we can affirm that it is possible to differentiate the level of muscular effort that a person is performing from a photo of a biceps: between 4 levels with FMeasure ≈ 41% and Accuracy ≈ 71%; and between 2 levels with FMeasure≈ 79% and Accuracy≈ 79%. Besides, it is possible to estimate the weight that a person is holding with his arm from a photo of his biceps: over 4 different weights (500 grs, 1300 grs, 1900 grs and 3800 grs) with a mean absolute error ≈ 832 grs; and over 2 different weights (500 grs and 3800 grs) with a mean absolute error of ≈ 667 grs.
These experimental results proves two important facts: our approach is capable of finding discriminative patterns between different levels of effort, indicating not only the existence of correlations between the muscular effort and images of the bicep, but also that these correlations are amenable for extraction by autonomous systems. Although this is a solid first step toward achieving a practical application in the future, the precision achieved is not nearly enough for practical use and in the best cases of normalization is using labeled (weight) information of the subject to be measured.
We present next results showing the learning curves [29, 1] for the trained models, suggesting that further improvements may be achieved by simply training with more than 90 subjects. Learning curves are used for comparing the evolution of the generalization error and the misclassification error produced by the classifier when trained over training sets with increasing number of labeled examples. As before, as we are interested in the generalization over human subjects, we grouped all labeled examples of the same subject within the same dataset, either training or testing. The comparison of the generalization and training errors provides insight on the potential for further reduction of the generalization error over models trained with more labeled examples. The main insight is that with small training sets, the learning algorithm can produce models complex enough to model some particularities of the noise, what is commonly referred to as over-fitting, whereas for large enough training sets the model space finds its limitations in the complexity of the models it can provide, having to negotiate a model simpler than the noise complexities of such a large dataset. In the first case of small training sets, the model learned results in small misclassification errors (as it could model exactly the data), whereas misclassification errors increase when the over-fitting is no longer possible. Interestingly, the increase in training error finds its correlate of a reduction of generalization error, as it is well known in the machine learning community. Moreover, for models trained with large enough datasets, it is expected they produce a similar number of generalization errors and training errors. Typical learning curves therefore starts with large generalization error and small (even zero) training error, that for larger datasets tend to converge at a common error, with the generalization decreasing as the training error increases. Constructing the learning curves for all sixteen cases considered in the previous experiments (eight for the two class problem and eight for the four class problem) resulted prohibitively expensive for our available computational resources (two octo-core i7 processors), so we settled with four of them, all using the LBP feature extraction algorithm but differing classifiers and number of classes: the two class problem with linear SVM classifier shown in Figure 4 , the two class problem with the random forest classifier shown in Figure  5 , the four class problem with the radial SVM classifier shown in Figure 6 ; and finally the four class problem with random forest classifier shown in Figure 7 . The rationale for this selection was first to choose the two cases winning on each of the two problems of two and four classes, i.e., linear SVM and radial SVM, respectively, and adding the random forest cases for diversity. Also, we decided to include only the base cases without normalization as this case represents our long term goal of learning, being the more practical of the two.
To build the curves we first split the 100 subjects into 90/10 groups to generate a training set with the labeled set of examples corresponding to the group of 90 subjects, and a test set with the labeled examples corresponding to the other 10. We repeated the process 3 times to generate 3 pairs of training and testing sets. We then sampled training sets of smaller sizes m = {50, 60, 70, 80, 90}, with 10 samples per m (with the exception of m = 90 that would produce the same sample in all 10 cases). We then trained a classifier for each of the 10 repetitions of m, and reported the mean and standard deviation of two quantities: the generalization error over the test-set, and the training error of the training-set. We recall that the test-set is the same for all 4 × 10 + 1 cases. Although there are several performance measures for reporting the errors, we chose for these curves the MAE as a representative case, assuming that the conclusions would not change if we use another performance measure such as precision, recall, or others. The mean and standard deviation of the MAE over all three 90/10 splits are shown in the figures as points and their vertical bars, respectively, with the generalization and training errors shown with gray squares and diamond black points, respectively. Figure 6 ) that shows a mean value of around 200 grs and a growing tendency with m. However, in all four cases the training has not yet meet that of the generalization error. As discussed above, the two error curves converge to the same value, so, although we cannot guarantee that they will meet over smaller generalization errors, that possibility is nonetheless not discarded by the curves.
We conclude the learning curves analysis with Table 3 that reproduce the results for generalization and training error for the case of m = 90, but with 10 repetitions instead of 3 as in the figures. From the above presentation it should be clear at this point that the distance from zero of the training error together with the gap between the training and the generalization error provides all the information needed for arriving at the conclusion that training the models with more data may improve (further decrease) the generalization error. For that reason we decided to run our experiments for the special case of m = 90 but with larger statistical support by reporting the mean of the two errors for 10 repetitions, each for a different, non-overlapping test set sampled from the original 100 subjects corpus. The table shows Fig. 7 . Learning curves for LBP with Random Forests, without normalization, classification of four classes (O500, O1k, O2k and O4k). Diamond black curve reports MAE over train-set and square gray curve reports MAE over test-set. The horizontal axis runs over m, the number of subjects represented in the training set used for learning the classifier and four classes case showing a value of mean MAE minus the standard deviation of barely 73. Also, all four cases show a large gap between the two errors, demonstrating there is still a lot of room for improvement for the generalization error. Table 3 . Estimation results over the train-set and test-set for 2 and 4 levels of effort using LBP as feature extraction technique and without normalization. Column 'ALG' describes the machine learning algorithm. Columns 'TeMAE' and 'TrMAE' reports the validation and training MAE respectively. 6 Conclusions and future work
In this work we present the first steps towards estimation of muscular effort from skin images using Computer Vision and Machine Learning. Its main objective is the early exploration of these technologies as an alternative for the electronic technologies such as the EMG and variants, commonly used for the measurement of muscular effort. The proposed approach consists in a framework that considers the generation of a raw feature vector for the images of the area of the muscle using visual descriptors, an optional step of normalization of the feature vector, and the training of a model for autonomously estimating the level of effort of new examples using supervised machine learning techniques. The first contribution of this work is the experimentation of this framework over an image dataset of 100 subjects performing 4 and 2 different levels of effort in static posture of isometric contraction, being this the first steps in this line of research.
In this work we propose to use HS Color Histograms and Local Binary Patterns as image descriptors. As machine learning techniques we used in this work Support Vector Machines and Random Forests. One important finding of this work is that the main problem with this approach is the difficulty to generalize the model over unseen subject, due to the great differences existing among human subjects arms, requiring potentially images for a massive amount of subjects (many more than 100) for learning a proper model. In order to improve the estimation results helping the framework to better generalize over previously unseen subjects, another contribution is the proposal of feature vector normalization in relation to the feature vectors of minimum effort as a way of calibration. However, these results are not enough for a practical application, which is one of the limitations of our work. Another limitation is the simplistic approach considered, specially the use, over the shelf, of general purpose feature extraction algorithms that use only color information to infer the latent, more informative 3D shape information. Finally the need of images over exposed skin is also a limiting factor. As future work and thinking more about the problem we have noticed that it may not bee an inter-subject problem (trying to predict effort for any unseen subject), but an intra-subject problem. So we will focus on designing better ways to estimate the effort of only one subject but in more challenging conditions. The idea is that with the less possible amount of calibration information, try to measure the effort in as much scenarios as possible.
